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RohrmannSpace Website "RSW"

The frontpage, beside textlines above it and below it, is a coloured matrix of 3x3=9 fields.
Adhoc names for the 9 fields: 1A 1B 1C 2A 2B 2C 3A 3B 3C
Current structure - four main sections:
 picture galleries from my travels (PGTC)
 eclectic eco-logical thoughts and things (EETT)
 bernd's board for lateral lengwitch (BBLL) {actually: lilac section}
 music events for friends (MEFF)
Current structure - three special sections:
 exacting essays abstout thrilling targets (EETT)
 brave booklets about music matters (BBMM)
 sporadic stories about life lanes (SSLL)
Current middle field:
 it shows the sculpture of a man -- an ironic pic of me
 when touching it with the mouse, the structure below it becomes visible
Content of middle field 2B below picture:
There are 6 items, all having links to the pertinent section
This is only partly completed.
=> picture galleries from my travels
=> eclectic eco-logical thoughts and things
=> bernd's board for lateral lengwitch
=> music events for friends
=> a doco of bernd coping with university life (BCUL)
=> three list [] [] [] of available booklets
! structure "rohrmannspace" click srs.pdf"

 Content of main sections:
[ ] picture galleries from my travels (PGTC)
Up to 2016, 66 countries/regions presented. Of these, 26 countries have several complete
galleries, 18 only slender preview galleries, 22 no picture galleries yet. Number of all PGTC
galleries: about 200, with >2000 pic's.
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[ ] eclectic eco-logical thoughts and things (EETT)
Very long essay with about 30 pictures
[ ] bernd's board for lateral lengwitch (BBLL)
About 10 texts
[ ] music events for friends (MEFF)
Documentation of 20 MMEFF's, with texts and pictures
[ ] A doco of =>bernd coping with university life (BCUL)
Consists of 7 galleries, containing between 6 and 16 pics and textlines above them

 Content of special sections:
[ ] exacting essays abstout thrilling targets (EETT)
Status may 2018: 14 booklets
[ ] brave booklets about music matters (BBMM)
Status may 2018: 4 booklets
[ ] sporadic stories about life lanes (SSLL)
Status may 2018: 7 booklets

 Due repairs, changes, extension:
The RohrmannSpace Website, http://www.rohrmannspace.net, gets regularly extended,
especially regarding travel galleries, and shortcomings or errors are fixed.

BR

Contact: mail@rohrmannspace.net

or phone 93479966

